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Recap...
W5. Inferential advanced

W4. Inferential Stats I

W3. Intro to Inferential Stats

W2 Intro to descriptive statistics

W1. Intro to R



1. Four basic R lessons
2. Data scientific method
3. Data Cleaning
4. Data Exploration (Measures of 

Central Tendency and Variability)
5. Data Visualisation (Barplot, 

Boxplot, Histogram and Scatter 
Plot)

What we are covering today



Lesson 1: Apply function to objects
Object Function

Assignment operator



R: New Phone R Packages:
Apps you can download

Lesson 2: Functions reside in packages



Lesson 2: Functions reside in packages

Install new package with install.packages()

Load existing packages  with library()

Don’t forget to find help with ?



Lesson 3: Data reside in dataframes
Two-dimensional array where columns are variables and rows are the observations.
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Lesson 3: Data reside in dataframes
Two-dimensional array where columns are variables and rows are the observations.

see The Elements of Data Analytic Style by Jeff Leek

http://worldpece.org/sites/default/files/datastyle.pdf


Lesson 3: Data reside in dataframes
Select a column via $



Lesson 4: Vector and data types
Select/Change/(Add) via []



Lesson 4: Vector and data types



https://towardsdatascience.com/a-data-scientific-method-80caa190dbd4

Standardize the process of conducting experiments with 
data-intensive methods

https://towardsdatascience.com/a-data-scientific-method-80caa190dbd4


Before we start exploring our data, we need to perform a set of 
data cleaning steps in order to enhance the quality of our dataset.

Steps Actions

Variable names Removing inappropriate column names

Missing values Checking how complete is your dataset

Categorical variables Converting to dummy and factor variable

Data manipulation Filtering subset of data
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Missing values affect statistics and cause bias.

If the missing values are not handled properly, then we might end up 
drawing invalid conclusions about our data. 

Missing values are those observations in your dataset that are empty.

In R, missing values are often represented by NA or some other 
value that represents empty responses (i.e. -99).



Filtering data: return rows with matching conditions

Process of choosing a smaller part your data and using that subset 
for analysis.

Filtering generally is used to:

- Look at records from particular period.
- Exclude errors or “bad” observations from your analysis.



Filtering data: return rows with matching conditions
Eye_colour Hight Weight Age

Blue 1.8 65 31

Brown 1.9 73 34

Blue 1.7 74 64

Blue 1.9 87 45

What is the average age for people that have blue eyes?



Filtering data: return rows with matching conditions
Eye_colour Hight Weight Age

Blue 1.8 65 31

Brown 1.9 73 34

Blue 1.7 74 64

Blue 1.9 87 45

What is the average age for people that have blue eyes?

blue_eyes_data <- filter(mydat, Eye_color == “Blue”)  #filter mydat for specific eye colour

mean(blue_eyes_data$Age)  #average/mean age of eye colour people



Once we ‘clean’ the data, we always look for ways to understand our 
dataset. Some of the common measurements in descriptive 

statistics are central tendency and variability:

Type Examples

Central 
Tendency Mean, mode, median

Variability Variance, standard deviation

“Helping you in the discovery process” 
Classic EDA book, Tukey (1977)



Central Tendency

Mean
It is the sum of the observation divided by the 
sample size. It is affected by extreme values and 
missing values. In R you can use mean().

Median
It is the middle value of your data. It splits the 
data in half and called 50th percentile. In R, you can 
use median().

Mode
It is the value that occurs more frequently in the 
data. There is not in-build R function.

It describes your data with a single value that represents the centre of its distribution. The main 
measures of central tendency are:

How old are you? n = 10 participants



Variability
The most common measures of statistical variability (or dispersion) are:

Variance
- It helps determine the size of the data 
spread. 
- Average of the squared differences from the 
mean.

Standard Deviation
- It measures the absolute variability of the 
dispersion.
- Square root of the variance.

You can use the var() function in R. You can use the sd() function in R.



Once we explore the data 
with descriptive 

statistics, we can use 
graphs to show and capture 

some (un)expected 
aspects of our dataset, 
synthesize information and 
communicate efficiently.

https://xkcd.com/

https://xkcd.com/


Bar plots

Comparison of categorical data.

2-dimensional:
       category axis:: group
       value axis:: value (e.g. number of students)

Use bar plot when you have many categories.

Order categories to transmit a clear message.



Histograms

Similar to bar plot but it represents a 
numerical (i.e. age) variable.

x-axis:: scale of measurements (age)
y-axis:: number of times value occurred

Visual representation of data distribution 
(e.g. mean, median, outliers)



Box plots

Descriptive values of your dataset (minimum 
value, first quantile, the median, the third quartile 
and the maximum value)

Display boxplot and histogram together 
provides greater insights of your data 
distribution.



Bivariate Scatter Plot

Axes = variables.

Points in two-dimensional space.

Useful for small-medium size dataset.

Look for structure patterns: circular or 
linear relationship.

Scatter plot - Linear association

Scatter plot - No association



Recommended book

https://r4ds.had.co.nz/

https://r4ds.had.co.nz/

